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Abstract. We present a new approach for achieving high-order convergence in fully generalrelativistic hydrodynamic simulations. The approach is implemented in WhiskyTHC, a new
code that makes use of state-of-the-art numerical schemes and was key in achieving, for the
first time, higher than second-order convergence in the calculation of the gravitational radiation
from inspiraling binary neutron stars [1]. Here, we give a detailed description of the algorithms
employed and present results obtained for a series of classical tests involving isolated neutron
stars. In addition, using the gravitational-wave emission from the late inspiral and merger of
binary neutron stars, we make a detailed comparison between the results obtained with the new
code and those obtained when using standard second-order schemes commonly employed for
matter simulations in numerical relativity. We find that even at moderate resolutions and for
binaries with large compactness, the phase accuracy is improved by a factor 50 or more.

PACS numbers: 04.25.Dm, 04.30.Db, 95.30.Lz, 95.30.Sf

1. Introduction
The accurate modeling of gravitational waves from the late-inspiral and merger of binary
neutron stars can only be achieved within the framework of numerical relativity and exploiting
the tools of computational relativistic hydrodynamics. Assuming the simplest physical
scenarios, i.e. irrotational binaries in quasi-circular orbits, and idealized equations of state,
i.e. polytropic of Gamma-law, very accurate numerical-relativity waveforms for binary
neutron stars are nowadays available, e.g. [1–5]. However, obtaining good-quality waveforms
to fully cover the large parameter space of possible binary-neutron-star configurations,
equations of state and compactnesses, seems to be out of the reach for current-generation
codes. The main reason behind this difficulty is to be found in the small convergence order,
i.e. . 2, typical of general-relativistic hydrodynamics codes, and which has a number of
undesired consequences. Among these, the fact that obtaining high-accuracy waveforms from
low-order codes requires very high spatial resolutions (and hence very high computational
costs), or the fact that the analysis of the waveforms is spoiled by the large phase uncertainties
typical of these simulations. Both of these difficulties can be resolved in part by employing
new, state-of-the-art schemes that are able to go over the second-order of convergence typical
of general-relativistic hydrodynamics codes. Using these techniques, we were recently able
to achieve, for the first time, higher than second-order convergence in both the phase and
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amplitude of the gravitational-wave radiation from binary neutron stars [1]. These new
advances could potentially enable a more systematic study of the gravitational radiation from
binary neutron stars, similarly to what has been done for the case of binary black-holes,
e.g. [6, 7].
The goal of this paper is to give a full description of the methods we employed in [1] and
to describe in detail our new high-order, high-resolution shock-capturing, finite-differencing
code: WhiskyTHC, which represents the extension to general relativity of the THC code
presented in [8]. When compared with other high-order relativistic hydrodynamics codes,
such as wham [9] and ECHO [10,11], this is the first higher-than-second-order code that works
in full general relativity, i.e. with dynamical spacetime, and in three spatial dimensions.
First, we demonstrate the capabilities of the new code in a series of tests involving the
evolution of isolated neutron stars. More specifically, we show that the code is able to yield
long-term and accurate evolutions of stable and unstable stars. We measure the accuracy of
the code for the case of an unstable star collapsing to a black hole and show that we are able
to achieve third-order convergence.
Second, we consider the performance of the code in calculating the inspiral and merger of
binary neutron stars in quasi-circular orbits. We show higher than second-order convergence
for the phase and the amplitude of the gravitational waves produced in this process. When
compared with the performance of our previous Whisky code, which adopts the standard
second-order schemes commonly employed for matter simulations in numerical relativity, we
can show that the new code is able to yield a decrease in the phase error of a factor ∼ 50 for
simulations with the same resolution and with similar computational costs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we quickly recall the equations
of general-relativistic hydrodynamics and the CCZ4 formalism used to evolve the spacetime
for the tests presented here. In Section 3 we give a quick summary of the numerical methods
that we employed, as well as a detailed description of the treatment of the fluid–vacuum
interfaces, which was one of the main challenges in the application of higher-order numerical
schemes to binary-neutron-stars simulations. In Section 4 we present the results obtained with
our code in a series of representative tests involving the evolution of isolated neutron stars,
with particular focus on the properties of the different vacuum treatments implemented in the
code. In Section 5 we present results obtained in the case of binary neutron stars and, finally,
we dedicate Section 6 to the discussion of our results and to the conclusions.
We use a spacetime signature (−, +, +, +), with Greek indices running from 0 to 3 and
Latin indices from 1 to 3. We also employ the standard convention for the summation over
repeated indices. Unless otherwise stated, all quantities are expressed in a system of units in
which c = G = 1.
2. General-Relativistic Hydrodynamics
In this work we adopt the usual 3+1 formalism, e.g. [12], to decompose spacetime into spacelike hypersurfaces with normal nµ = (1/α, −β i /α), where α is the lapse function and β i is
the shift vector. Within this formalism the spacetime metric gµν is split as
ds2 = gµν dxµ dxν = −(α2 − βi β i )dt + 2βi dxi dt + γij dxi dxj ,

(1)

where γij is the spatial three-metric metric, which, together with the extrinsic curvature
Kij = − 21 Ln γij , Ln being the Lie derivative along nµ , fully determines the geometry of
each leaf of the foliation. Furthermore we will indicate with Rij and R the Ricci tensor
and scalar associated with the Levi-Civita connection on the spacelike hypersurfaces of the
foliation, respectively.
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The matter content of the spacetime is described through its energy-momentum tensor
Tµν , which, within the 3+1 split of spacetime, can be decomposed in its time, spatial and
mixed components as (see, e.g. , [13])
E = nµ nν Tµν ,

S i = γ iµ nν Tµν ,

S ij = γ iµ γ jν Tµν .

(2)

Finally, we will use the convention of raising and lowering indices of spatial tensors with the
(spatial) three-metric, unless otherwise stated.
2.1. Spacetime Evolution Equations
For the solution of the Einstein equations we adopt the covariant and conformal formulation
of the Z4 equations (CCZ4). We recall that the Z4 formulation can be obtained from the
covariant Lagrangian
√
(3)
Λ = g µν (Rµν + 2∇µ Zν ) −g + Λm ,

by means of a Palatini-type variational principle [14], where g is the metric determinant. The
variational principle yields the field equations


1
(4)
Rµν + ∇µ Zν + ∇ν Zµ = 8π Tµν − T gµν ,
2
as well as a set of constraints fixing the connection
∇µ g µν = 0 ,

(5)

and the algebraic constraint
Zµ = 0 .

(6)

If Eq. (6) is satisfied then Eqs. (4) and (5) reduce to the standard Einstein field equations.
Otherwise Zµ gives a measure of the deviation of the solution from the one of the original
Einstein equations. In addition we point out that it is possible to show that the condition that
the first derivatives of Zµ vanish amounts to imposing the ADM momentum and Hamiltonian
constraints [15].
The key idea of the Z4 formalism is to develop a set of evolution equations starting from
the Lagrangian (3), without explicitly enforcing (6), i.e. treating Zµ as a new independent
variable. The resulting set of equations is then strongly hyperbolic, i.e. free from the
zero-speed modes of the original ADM system, and the solution of the Einstein equations
is obtained exploiting the fact that the Z4 evolution system preserves the constraint (6),
i.e. ∂t (Zµ ) = 0. In particular, if the initial-data is constraint satisfying, the Z4 evolution
recovers the solution of the Einstein equations, even though Zµ is an evolved variable. In
practice, however, small numerical errors introduce constraint violation during the evolution,
for this reason the Z4 system is usually modified, with the addition of terms that cancel out in
the case in which the constraints are satisfied, to ensure that eventual constraint violations are
propagated away and damped exponentially [16].
The version of Z4 that we employ was recently introduced by [17] and is based on a
conformal decomposition of the original Z4 system and aims at exploiting well-tested gauge
conditions together with the constraint propagation and damping properties of the original Z4
formulation. The CCZ4 system then reads [17]
TF
2
∂t γ̃ij = −2αÃij + 2γ̃k(i ∂j) β k − γ̃ij ∂k β k + β k ∂k γ̃ij ,
(7a)
3
TF
∂t Ãij = φ2 [−∇i ∇j α + α (Rij + ∇i Zj + ∇j Zi − 8πSij )] + αÃij (K − 2Θ) −
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2αÃil Ãlj Aij ∂k β k + β k ∂k Ãij ,
1
1
∂t φ = αφK − φ∂k β k + β k ∂k φ ,
3
3

∂t K = −∇i ∇i α + α R + 2∇i Z i + K 2 − 2ΘK +

β j ∂j K − 3ακ1 (1 + κ2 ) Θ + 4πα (S − 3E) ,

2
1
∂t Θ = α R + 2∇i Z i − Ãij Ãij + K 2 − 2ΘK −
2
3

4
(7b)
(7c)

(7d)



Z i ∂i α + β k ∂k Θ − ακ1 (2 + κ2 ) Θ − 8πα E ,
(7e)



2
∂j φ 2 ij
− γ̃ ∂j K + 2γ̃ ki α∂k Θ − Θ∂k α − αKZk −
∂t Γ̂i = 2α Γ̃ijk Ãjk − 3Ãij
φ
3
3
1
2
2Ãij ∂j α + γ̃ kl ∂k ∂l β i + γ̃ ik ∂k ∂l β l + Γ̃i ∂k β k −
3
3 

2 ij
k
i
k
jk
Γ̃ ∂k β + 2κ3
γ̃ Zj ∂k β − γ̃ Zj ∂k β i +
3


β k ∂k Γ̂i − 2ακ1 γ̃ ij Zj − 16παγ̃ ij Sj ,
(7f)
µ
0
ij
2
where Θ ≡ nµ Z = αZ , S = γ Sij , γ̃ij = φ γij is the conformal metric with unit
determinant φ = (det(γij ))−1/6 , while the extrinsic curvature Kij is split into its trace
K ≡ Kij γ ij and its trace-free components
1
(8)
Ãij = φ2 (Kij − Kγij ) .
3
The three-dimensional Ricci tensor Rij is split into a part containing conformal terms
φ
R̃ij
and another one containing space derivatives of the conformal metric R̃ij , defined as
h
i
1
R̃ij = − γ̃ lm ∂l ∂m γ̃ij + γ̃k(i ∂j) Γ̃k + Γ̃k Γ̃(ij)k + γ̃ lm 2Γ̃kl(i Γ̃j)km + Γ̃kim Γ̃kj l , (9)
2

i
1 h ˜ ˜
φ
˜ l∇
˜ l φ − 2γ̃ij ∇
˜ l φ∇
˜ lφ .
R̃ij = 2 φ ∇i ∇j φ + γ̃ij ∇
(10)
φ
We adopt the constrained approach from [17] in order to enforce the constraints of the
conformal formulation; in other words we enforce the condition detγ̃ij = 1 and trÃij = 0.
The evolution variable Zi of the original Z4 formulation is now included in the Γ̂i
variable of the CCZ4 formulation
Γ̂i ≡ Γ̃i + 2γ̃ ij Zj ,
(11)
where
(12)
Γ̃i ≡ γ̃ jk Γ̃ijk = γ̃ ij γ̃ kl ∂l γ̃jk .
Finally, κ1 and κ2 are constants associated with the constraint damping terms and κ3 is an
extra constant used to select among different variants of the formulation. In this paper we take
κ2 = 0 and κ3 = 1/2 and recall that the CCZ4 formulation is publicly available through the
Einstein Toolkit [18, 19].
The numerical simulations presented in this paper use as gauge conditions the “1 + log”
slicing [20]
(∂t − β i ∂i )α = −2α(K − 2Θ) ,
(13)
and the Gamma-driver shift condition [21]
3
(14)
(∂t − β j ∂j )β i = B i ,
4
(∂t − β j ∂j )B i = (∂t − β j ∂j )Γ̃i − ηB i .
(15)
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2.2. Relativistic Hydrodynamics
Since we assume the neutron-star matter to be described as a perfect fluid, the corresponding
energy-momentum tensor is given by [13]
Tµν = ρhuµ uν + pgµν ,

(16)

µ

where ρ is the rest-mass density, u is the fluid four-velocity, p is the pressure and h =
1++p/ρ is the specific enthalpy. The equations of motion for the fluid are the “conservation”
of the stress-energy tensor
∇µ T µν = 0 ,

(17)

and the baryon number conservation
∇µ (ρuµ ) = 0 .

(18)

p = (Γ − 1)ρ ,

(19)

p = KρΓ .

(20)

These two set of equations are closed by an equation of state (EOS) p = p(ρ, ), and we here
assume a simple ideal-fluid (or Gamma-law EOS)
with Γ = 2 case. In some of the tests we also consider the restriction of this EOS to the
isentropic case, i.e. the polytropic EOS:
Although here we use idealized EOSs, the code can make use of the generic EOS
infrastructure developed in the Whisky code and recently presented in [22], which has full
support for thermal and composition-dependent tabulated EOSs.
Equations (17) and (18) are solved in conservation form following the approach by first
proposed by [23], i.e. the Valencia formulation, and written as
u)
u) ∂ F i (u
∂ F 0 (u
u) ,
+
= S (u
i
∂t
∂x
with a vector of primitive variables

(21)

u ≡ [ρ, vi , ] ,

(22)

and conservative variables
u) ≡
F 0 (u

√

γ [D, Sj , τ ] =

√

γ [ρW, ρhW 2 vj , ρhW 2 − p − ρW ] .

(23)

The fluxes are
u) ≡
F i (u

√

γ[Dwi , Sj wi + αpδji , τ wi + αpv i ] ,

(24)

while the sources functions are given by


α
√
u) ≡ γ 0, S lm ∂j γlm + Sk ∂j β k − E∂j α, αS ij Kij − S i ∂i α .(25)
S (u
2
In the expressions above the fluid three-velocity measured by the normal observer is defined
as
ui
βi
vi ≡
+
,
(26)
αu0
α
while the advection velocity relative to the coordinates is
wi ≡ αv i − β i ,

(27)
0

i −1/2

and the Lorentz factor is defined as W ≡ αu = (1 − vi v )
. Finally, we denoted with γ
√
√
the determinant of the spatial metric and we have used the fact that −g ≡ α γ.
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3. THC: A Templated Hydrodynamics Code
In this Section we give an overview of WhiskyTHC. First, we describe the numerical methods
used and then a detailed description of our treatment of fluid–vacuum interfaces, which is one
of the key problems to be addressed in order to attain stable binary evolution, especially with
high-order codes.
WhiskyTHC results from the merger of two codes: Whisky [24] and THC [8]. It
inherited from THC the use of high-order flux-vector splitting finite-differencing techniques
and from Whisky the new module for the recovery of the primitive quantities as well as
the new equation of state framework recently introduced in [22]. This code can make use
of tabulated, temperature and composition dependent equation of states, but here we are
concerned only with Gamma-law and polytropic evolutions. More specifically WhiskyTHC
solves the equations of general-relativistic hydrodynamics in conservation form (21) using a
finite-difference scheme. It employs flux reconstruction in local-characteristic variables using
the MP5 scheme, for which it uses the explicit expression for the eigenvalues and left and
right eigenvectors which can be found in, e.g. [13].
The spacetime is evolved using a standard finite-difference method where all the
derivatives, with the exception of the terms associated with the advection along the shift
vector, for which we use a stencil upwinded by one grid point, are computed with a centered
stencil. Typically all these terms are computed with a fourth-order accurate scheme, but sixth
and eighth order are also available. To ensure the nonlinear stability of the scheme we add
a fifth-order Kreiss-Oliger style artificial dissipation [25]; more details on the code can be
found in [26].
Finally, the time evolution and the coupling between the hydrodynamic and the
spacetime solvers is done using the method of lines (MOL), either with the optimal, stronglystability preserving third-order Runge-Kutta scheme, or with the standard fourth-order one.
3.1. Numerical Methods
For simplicity we consider, at first, the case of a uniform grid
xi,j,k = (i∆1 , j∆2 , k∆3 ) ,

i, j, k ∈ Z .

(28)

The equations of relativistic hydrodynamics (21) are written on such a grid using the method
of lines in a semidiscrete, dimensionally unsplit way as
F 1i−1/2,j,k − F 1i+1/2,j,k
F 2i,j−1/2,k − F 2i,j+1/2,k
dF 0i,j,k
= S i,j,k +
+
+
dt
∆1
∆2
F 3i,j,k−1/2 − F 3i,j,k+1/2
,
(29)
∆3
where ψi,j,k is the value of a generic quantity, ψ, at xi,j,k , while (F 1i−1/2,j,k −F 1i+1/2,j,k )/∆1
is a high-order, non-oscillatory, approximation of −∂F 1 /∂x1 at xi,j,k , whose explicit
expression still needs to be specified.
To illustrate how we compute the discrete derivatives on the right-hand-side of (29) it
is useful to make a step back and consider, first a simpler scalar hyperbolic equation in one
dimension, i.e.
∂u ∂f (u)
+
= 0.
(30)
∂t
∂x
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We introduce a uniform grid, xi = i∆, and define, for any function, v(x) the volume averages
Z
1 xi+1/2
v(x) dx .
(31)
ṽi ≡
∆ xi−1/2
A reconstruction operator, R, is a nonlinear operator yielding a high-order approximation
of v at a given point x using its volume averages, ṽi . Since v(x) can be discontinuous, we
distinguish two different reconstruction operators, R− and R+ , called the left-biased and
right-biased reconstruction operators, such that
 −

R ({ṽi }) (x) = lim− v(y) + O(∆r ) ,
(32)
y→x
 +

R ({ṽi }) (x) = lim v(y) + O(∆r ) ,
(33)
y→x+

+

where we have used the notation R ({ṽi }) to remark that R is an operator that acts on a set
of averages ṽi , and where r is the order of the reconstruction operator R. Hereafter we will
−
+
use the notation vi+1/2
and vi+1/2
to denote the reconstructed values in xi+1/2 using R− and
R+ respectively, i.e. .


−
vi+1/2
≡ R− ({ṽi }) (xi+1/2 ) ,
(34)
 +

+
vi+1/2 ≡ R ({ṽi }) (xi+1/2 ) .
(35)
Our code implements a wide range of reconstruction operators, from the second-order
minmod to the seventh-order weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) reconstructions,
but all the calculations in this paper were performed using the fifth-order monotonicity
preserving (MP5) scheme, which, as discussed in [8], represent a good compromise between
robustness and accuracy.
The reconstruction operators are the core components of both finite-volume and finitedifference schemes. In a finite-volume scheme they are used to compute the left and right state
to be used in the (usually approximate) Riemann solver to compute the fluxes (see, e.g. [13] for
details). In a finite-difference scheme, instead, they are used to compute the above mentioned
non-oscillatory approximation of ∂f /∂x. Following [27] we introduce a function h(x) and
such that
Z


1 xi+1/2
h(ξ) dξ ,
(36)
f u(xi ) =
∆ xi−1/2
that is, the average of h(x) between xi−1/2 and xi+1/2 corresponds to the value of f at xi .
Next, we note that
hi+1/2 − hi−1/2
h(xi+1/2 ) − h(xi−1/2 )
∂f
=
=
,
(37)
∂x xi
∆
∆
where both (36) and (37) are exact expressions. Hence, by using the usual reconstruction
operators R of order r to reconstruct hi+1/2 , one obtains a corresponding accurate
approximation of order r of the derivative ∂f /∂x at xi . Note that h is never actually
computed at any time
 during the calculation as we only need the values of f at the grid
points, i.e. f u(xi ) .
In order to ensure the stability of the resulting scheme, one has to take care to upwind
the reconstruction appropriately. Let us first consider the case in which f 0 (u) ≡ ∂f /∂u > 0.
If we set
Z


1 xi+1/2
ṽi = f u(xi ) =
h(ξ) dξ ,
(38)
∆ xi−1/2
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and
−
fi+1/2 ≡ vi+1/2
,

−
fi−1/2 ≡ vi−1/2
,

(39)

then
fi+1/2 − fi−1/2
∂f (u)
=
+ O(∆r ) ,
(40)
∂x
∆
gives the wanted high-order approximation of ∂f /∂x at xi .
In the more general case, where the sign of f 0 (u) needs to be determined, in order
to compute fi+1/2 , we have to split f in a right-going flux, f + , and a left-going one, f − ,
i.e. f = f + + f − , and use the appropriate upwind-biased reconstruction operators separately
on both parts, in order to guarantee the stability of the method.
There are several different ways to perform such a split and in our code we implemented
two of them: the Roe flux-split, i.e.
f = f ±,
where ūi+1/2 ≡

1
2 (ui
±

f

if [f 0 (ū)]xi+1/2 ≷ 0 ,

(41)

+ ui+1 ), and the Lax-Friedrichs or Rusanov flux-split [28], i.e.
= f (u) ± αu,

α = max[f 0 (u)] ,

(42)

where the maximum is taken over the stencil of the reconstruction operator. The Roe fluxsplit is less dissipative and yields a computationally less-expensive scheme, since only one
reconstruction is required instead of two, but its use can result in the creation of entropyviolating shocks in the presence of transonic rarefaction waves (see, e.g. [29]), and it is also
susceptible to the carbuncle (or odd-even decoupling) phenomenon [30]. To avoid these
drawbacks, we switch from the Roe to the Lax-Friedrichs flux split when u or f are not
monotonic within the reconstruction stencil.
We now go back to the more general system of equations (21). The derivatives
∂F ai,j,k /∂xa can be computed following the procedure outlined above on a component-bycomponent basis. This approach is commonly adopted in the case of low-order schemes, but it
often results in spurious numerical oscillations in the high-order (usually higher then second)
case. To avoid this issue the reconstruction should be performed on the local characteristic
variables of the systems. To avoid an excessively complex notation, let us concentrate on the
fluxes in the x-direction; in this case, to reconstruct F 1i+1/2,j,k , we introduce the Jacobian
matrices
∂F α
Aα =
,
α = 0, 1,
(43)
∂u ū
where ū is an average state at the point where the reconstruction is to be performed. In our
code ρ̄ and ¯ are computed as a simple average of the left and right states [8], while, in order
to avoid creating unphysical values in the velocity, v̄ i is computed from the averages of W v i
in the left and right states.
Hyperbolicity of (21) implies that A0 is invertible and the generalised eigenvalue
problem
[A1 − λ(I) A0 ]r (I) = 0 ,

(44)

I
RJI = r(J)
,

(45)

has only real eigenvalues, λ(I) , and N independent, real right-eigenvectors, r (I) [31] (see,
e.g. [13, 32] for the explicit expressions of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors). We will denote
with R the matrix of right eigenvectors, i.e.
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and with L its inverse. We define the local characteristic variables
w = Lu,

Q = LF1 ,

(46)

and compute Qi+1/2,j,k doing a component-wise reconstruction, where w is used in place of
u and Q in place of f in Eq. (42). Finally, we set
F 1i+1/2,j,k = R Qi+1/2,j,k .

(47)

This procedure is repeated in the other directions and yields the wanted approximations of the
∂F a /∂xa terms in xi,j,k . In all of the results presented here the reconstruction is typically
performed in local characteristic variables. Exceptions are low-density points (at least for
some of the atmosphere prescriptions; more on this below) or points which, on the basis of
the value of the lapse function, we estimate being inside an apparent horizon. In these cases
we switch to the component-wise reconstruction of the fluxes with Lax-Friedrichs flux-split.
The primitive variables are recovered after each sub-step using a numerical rootfinding procedure. In particular WhiskyTHC uses the EOS and primitive variables recovery
framework recently developed for the Whisky code and described in details in [22]. The
only differences between our approach and the one discussed there is that 1) we do not alter
the conservative quantities to match the primitive ones in the case in which adjustments have
been made, 2) to ensure the well behaviour of the eigenvectors (which become degenerate if
the sound speed goes to zero) we enforce a floor on τ (more on this in the next Section). The
reason why we do not alter the conserved quantities in case of failures is that we prefer to rely
on the evolution to bring them back into the physically allowed region, instead of changing
them in an arbitrary manner. We also note that any adjustment made in the recovery can be
simply interpreted as an error in the calculation of the flux/source terms
Finally, our code has been tested using a rather basic subset of the features supported by
Carpet [33], the AMR driver of the Cactus computational toolkit [34] on top of which
our code is built. Carpet supports Berger-Oliger-style mesh refinement [35–37] with subcycling in time and refluxing. At the moment, our code has been tested only with static
grid refinement. It supports sub-cycling in time, but not refluxing. While we have plans
to implement refluxing and test high-order prolongation operators in order to use dynamical
grids, we also note that these features are not of fundamental importance for the study of
gravitational waves from inspiraling binary neutron stars, which is the main aim of our code.
3.2. Treatment of Vacuum Regions
The treatment of interfaces between vacuum region and fluid regions is one of the most
challenging problems in Eulerian (relativistic) hydrodynamics codes (see e.g. [38–40]),
especially when studying near-equilibrium configuration, such as an oscillating compact star,
having large density gradients close to the surface and over long timescales. The most
commonly used approach to treat vacuum regions is to fill them with a low-density fluid,
the “atmosphere”, such that if a fluid element is evolved to have a rest-mass density below
a certain threshold, it is set to have a floor value and zero coordinate velocity [24, 41]. This
approach works reasonably well for standard second-order codes and has been adopted by the
vast majority of the relativistic-hydrodynamics codes, but it is problematic for higher-order
codes [42]. The reason is that small numerical oscillations can easily result in the creation
of very low-density regions that with the prescription for the floor, violating the conservative
character of the equations and creating artificially mass, energy and momentum. As a result,
they are subsequently amplified, ultimately destabilizing the evolution. The situation is even
more complicated for a code, such as ours, which relies on characteristic variables as they
become degenerate in the low-density, low-temperature limits.
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We notice that for many applications, such as the inspiral of binary neutron stars (at
least up to contact), or the oscillation of single stars, the treatment of the stellar surface is
one of the main challenges and the only reason why low-order, but robust shock capturing
codes are commonly used. Indeed the problem of the vacuum treatment is one of the main
obstacles on the road to high-order general-relativistic hydrodynamics codes. For this reason,
it is instructive to address this problem in detail as we do in the following.
However, before going into the details of the treatment, it is useful to make two rather
general remarks. First, we should point out that the MP5 scheme is remarkably robust even in
conjunction with the most basic atmosphere treatment that we implemented, i.e. one in which
no additional modification is made on the scheme at the interface between vacuum and fluid
region, beside the imposition of a minimum rest-mass density level (more on this below). In
our preliminary tests, other schemes, such as WENO5, which do not enforce the monotonicity
of the reconstruction, could not yield stable evolutions even for single stars in the Cowling
approximation. Second, most of the problems with the atmosphere appear in points where
the surface of the star is aligned with the grid, because along these directions the numerical
dissipation is minimal. These artefacts, that we discuss in more detail in the next Section,
are easily “fixed” with the use of extra numerical dissipation close to the surface of the star.
Keeping this in mind, we now give the details of the three different prescriptions that we
developed for the treatment of the low-density regions.
3.2.1. Standard Atmosphere Treatment The first prescription is what we call the “ordinary
MP5” approach. It follows the lines of what is most commonly done to treat vacuum in
general-relativistic hydrodynamics. First, we choose a minimum rest-mass density ρatmo ,
which we take to be, typically, in the range (10−7 − 10−9 )ρref , ρref being some reference
rest-mass density (normally the initial maximum rest-mass density). Second, we choose a
tolerance parameter, ε, typically 10−2 , chosen to avoid excessive oscillations of the fluid–
vacuum interface so that points where the rest-mass density falls below (1 + ε)ρatmo , are set
to atmosphere. In particular, the rest-mass density is set to ρatmo , the velocity to zero and the
internal energy is calculated assuming a polytropic EOS. In addition, we enforce a floor for
the conserved energy density τ , τatmo = ρatmo atmo .
As we show below, this approach, is already perfectly adequate for inspiraling binary
neutron stars, but it might have problems in the case of slowly moving vacuum-fluid interfaces
aligned with the grid, especially in the case of isentropic evolutions where the surface remains
a sharp interface and no spurious heating can occur.
3.2.2. Improved Atmosphere Treatment In order to improve our atmosphere treatment, we
introduced an alternative method in which we increase the level of dissipation of the scheme
by switching to the component-wise Lax-Friedrichs flux split below a certain rest-mass
density. Typical values for this new threshold are chosen so that the first one or two grid points
in the stellar interior are evolved using the Lax-Friedrichs flux split. The use of componentwise reconstruction, as opposed to characteristic-wise, is done to avoid problems due to the
degeneracy of the characteristic variables close to vacuum and to avoid polluting quantities,
such as the linear momentum, with the numerical errors present in the internal energy (which
is typically large in the immediate vicinity of the atmosphere). This is what we refer to as
“MP5+LF” approach.
This latter approach is more robust, but can also result in the creation of artefacts in the
case in which low-density matter is ejected from the stellar surface. In this case, the fluid
typically presents a rather smooth interface with vacuum, so that one would expect to be able
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to treat it with high accuracy. Unfortunately, as we show in the next Section, if the restmass density of the ejecta falls below the Lax-Friedrichs threshold, the use of a componentwise reconstruction yields a rather oscillatory solution, with the creation of patchy regions of
lower/higher rest-mass density in very dynamical situations (cf. second panel in Figure 7 and
the discussion there).
3.2.3. Positivity Preserving Limiter Overall neither of the previous methods is completely
satisfactory. For this reason we propose here a novel approach based on the use of
the positivity preserving limiter recently proposed by [43], which is significantly simpler
to implement than the “classical” positivity-preserving limiters already proposed in the
literature, e.g. [44–47].
For the sake of completeness, we give here a brief overview of the key ideas presented
in [43], to which we refer to for a more complete presentation. To keep the notation simple
we consider, at first, a scalar conservation law in one dimension
∂u ∂f (u)
+
= 0.
(48)
∂t
∂x
We notice that any scheme able to guarantee the positivity of u over one first-order Euler
timestep, will automatically guarantee positivity when used with any SSP time integrator, as
in these schemes the time update is always constructed as a convex combination‡ of Euler
steps. For this reason we consider a discretization of (48) of the form
fi−1/2 − fi+1/2
un+1
− uni
i
=
.
(49)
∆0
∆1
If we let λ ≡ ∆0 /∆1 , then the previous can be written as

1
1 n
−
un+1
= (u+
(ui + 2λfi−1/2 ) + (uni − 2λfi+1/2 ) . (50)
i
i + ui ) =
2
2
+
−
−
n
n
where ui = ui + 2λfi−1/2 and ui = ui − 2λfi+1/2 . Clearly, if u+
i and ui are positive,
n+1
so will be ui . The key observation made in [43] is that, if fi+1/2 and fi−1/2 are computed
with the first-order Lax-Friedrichs scheme with λ ≤ 1/2a, a being the largest propagation
−
n
speed, then u+
i , ui ≥ mini (ui ) [44].
The idea is to modify Eq. (49) as
HO
LF
fi+1/2 = θfi+1/2
+ (1 − θ)fi+1/2
,

(51)

HO
LF
where fi+1/2
is the high-order flux of the original scheme, fi+1/2
is the flux associated with
the first-order Lax-Friedrichs scheme, and θ ∈ [0, 1] is chosen to be the maximum value
+
such that both u−
i and ui+1 are positive. In regions where the solution is far from vacuum,
θ = 1, so that the high-order fluxes are used (and in particular the formal order of accuracy
of the scheme remains unchanged). In regions close to vacuum, it is always possible to find
some θ ≥ 0 such that positivity is guaranteed, since for θ = 0 the scheme reduces to the
Lax-Friedrichs scheme, which is known to be positivity preserving.
The multi-dimensional extension of Eq. (50) is done in a component-by-component
fashion. For instance in three dimensions (50) becomes

‡ We recall thatP
a convex combination of a set of vectors, ~
xi , is a combination of the form
0 ≤ ci ≤ 1 and i ci = 1.

P

xi ,
i ci ~

where
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(52)

where αx , αy , αz are positive constants such that αx + αy + αz = 1, typically chosen so as
to be equal to 1/3 (but see the remarks at the end of the Section). The limiter at each interface
is then chosen enforcing positivity of the terms in the round brackets.
This approach can then be easily extended to systems of equations [43]. In particular,
[43] constructed a limiter able to guarantee the positivity of rest-mass density and pressure for
the classical equations of hydrodynamics also in the case in which source terms are present§.
In the general-relativistic case, it is not trivial to enforce the positivity of the pressure,
especially for tabulated EOS, because of the presence of complex source terms in the energy
equations. For this reason, as was the case for the atmosphere treatment, we need to enforce
positivity of the pressure with the imposition of a floor on τ . On the other hand, the continuity
equation
∂t D̂ + ∂j [D̂wj ] = 0 ,

(53)

√

where D̂ ≡ γρW and wj ≡ αv j − β j , is formally equivalent to the Newtonian continuity
equation after the identification
D̂ ←→ ρ ,

wi ←→ v i ,

(54)

thus one can construct a scheme ensuring the positivity of D̂ by simply adopting the
prescriptions used by [43] to guarantee the positivity of the density for the Newtonian Euler
equations.
Some comments should be made on the positivity preserving limiter. First, the positivity
preserving limiter is not directly a way to treat vacuum–fluid interfaces in a physically
accurate way, for the simple reason that the fluid model is not adequate to represent such
transitions. A proper modeling of the stellar surface can only be done by treating it as a free
boundary of the problem determined by the balance between inertial and gravitational forces
on the fluid as done, for instance, in [39]. For this reason its use does not free us from having a
low-density fluid everywhere or from having to manually enforce that D̂ > D̂atmo . This may
be necessary because in some situations, for instance at the surface of a star, the high-order
fluxes and the Lax-Friedrichs fluxes can differ by several orders of magnitude, so that small
floating-point errors can drift the conserved density, D̂, below the minimum. This is done by
simply resetting D̂ to D̂atmo whether D̂ < D̂atmo , without changing the other quantities.
What the positivity preserving limiter does, however, is to ensure local conservation
of the solution up to floating-point precision. This is because the floor for the fluid’s restmass density can be arbitrarily small and does not require any tuning. As a result, defacto it prevents the scheme from extracting/losing mass from/to the atmosphere because of
numerical oscillations. In contrast, the classical atmosphere prescriptions usually work only in
a limited range of ρatmo and ε as these coefficients must be tuned in order to achieve a balance
between the amount of mass extracted from the atmosphere (which typically increases as
§ Note that in this case a smaller timestep might be required, depending on the nature of the source terms
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ρatmo decreases) and the mass lost into it (which typically increases as ε increases). With the
positivity preserving limiter instead, in situations where we need to reset D̂, we are guaranteed
that this correction is of the order of the floating-point precision with respect to the typical
rest-mass densities we are actually interested in tracking.
The way in which we use the positivity preserving limiter is rather simple: we fill the
vacuum with a low rest-mass density floor at the beginning of a simulations and we let it
evolve freely, only relying on the positivity preserving limiters to ensure its proper behaviour.
This typically results in the creation of accretion flows onto our compact objects. However,
given the low rest-mass density of the floor, which we take to be ∼ 10−16 ρref (i.e. below
floating-point precision!), the effects of this artificial accretion are completely negligible.
To avoid problems with the decomposition of the Jacobian in eigenvalues and
eigenvectors, we also switch to component-wise reconstruction below a certain rest-mass
density, typically 10−7 ρref , but this, in contrast to the prescription outlined in the previous
Section, has little dynamical effect as flows at those densities are, anyway, completely
dominated by numerical effects. Moreover, as we show in the next Section, even if the floor
rest-mass density is taken to be unnecessarily large, the use of positivity preserving limiters
results in much smaller perturbations with respect to the use of a more traditional atmosphere
treatment.
Finally, a comment concerning the timestep constraint, as this may be seen as the only
real limitation of the positivity preserving approach. For the scheme to ensure positivity in
the multi-dimensional case, one must ensure aαi ∆0 /∆i < 1. Since a ∼ 1 and αi = 1/D,
D being the number of dimensions, this results in a rather stringent Courant-FriedrichsLewy (CFL) condition. In practice we find our scheme to be robust even for much larger
timesteps, probably because the advection velocity in the low rest-mass density regions is
typically smaller than the maximum velocity and because Lax-Friedrichs scheme is actually
positivity preserving even with Courant factor CFL = 1 in one dimension [46] [CFL = 1/D
−
in D dimensions, even though it is not possible to guarantee that u+
i and ui in Eq. (50)
are separately positive]. In order to use larger timesteps, we simply compute the value of
the limiter θ assuming αi = 1, as in the one-dimensional case (note this does not mean that
we evolve using (52) with the αi ’s equal to one), and we set it to zero (i.e. we use Lax−
Friedrichs fluxes) when it is not possible to enforce the positivity of u+
i and ui+1 . We have
found this procedure to be sufficient to prevent negative densities from occurring (at least at
to a reasonable extent) and to be computationally much less expensive with respect to the
approach in which αi = 1/D.
4. Isolated Neutron Stars
In this Section we describe a series of representative tests that we performed with
WhiskyTHC in the case of single, isolated, nonrotating neutron stars (or TOVs from
Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff [48, 49]). First, we present the results obtained in the Cowling
approximation, i.e. without evolving the spacetime, for perturbed, oscillating stars. Then we
proceed to analyze the case of linear oscillations of stable stars in full general relativity (GR).
Finally, we show the results obtained for the evolution of unstable stars: both for the migration
and for the collapse to a black hole. The focus of our discussion is mostly on the effects of
the different prescriptions for the treatment of the atmosphere. Hereafter we will denote the
basic treatment as “MP5”, the enhanced treatment with extra dissipation on the surface as
“MP5+LF”, and the positivity preserving treatments as “MP5+PP”.
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Figure 1.
Normalized central rest-mass density for the perturbed TOV in the Cowling
approximation and for different atmosphere prescriptions. The inset shows a magnification of
the dynamics in the time interval [500, 2000] M , i.e. the area bounded by the black rectangle.

4.1. Linear Oscillations: Cowling Approximation
The first test that we consider is the long-term evolution of a perturbed, isolated, nonrotating,
neutron star in the Cowling approximation. The goal of this test is to assess the impact on
the accuracy of the three different atmosphere treatments over long timescales. We consider
a model described by the polytropic EOS with K = 100 and Γ = 2. The initial central restmass density is ρc (0) = 1.28 × 10−3 M −2 , yielding a model with an ADM mass of 1.4 M .
The initial velocity is perturbed with the injection of a radial eigenfunction that is exact in the
Cowling approximation. The maximum amplitude of the perturbation is |v r | ' 0.024 and the
initial perturbation is ingoing.
We evolve this model for 10, 000 M , i.e. ' 130 dynamical timescales, using our
different prescriptions for the atmosphere. Our fiducial resolution is h = 0.2 M so that
the radius of the star is covered with ' 45 grid points. In order to make a fair comparison, we
use the same atmosphere threshold for all the methods, ρatmo = 10−10 M −2 , and evolve all
the models with the third-order SSP-RK3 with CFL = 0.4. The gravitational source terms
are computed using sixth-order finite differencing. Finally, the evolution is computed only in
the octant x, y, z ≥ 0 and we assumed reflection symmetry across the (x, y), (x, z) and (y, z)
planes.
The evolution of the central rest-mass density, ρc , is shown in Figure 1. In particular, in
order to highlight the secular trend of the data, we show a moving average of ρc defined as
Z t+T
1
hρc i(t) ≡
ρc (t0 ) dt0 ,
T ≤ t ≤ Tfinal − T,
(55)
2T t−T
where T ≡ 5/fF , fF being the frequency of the F -mode from linear perturbation theory.
All the different prescriptions yield very similar evolutions of the central rest-mass density
which presents a series of slowly damped oscillations. The pulsation frequency agrees, to
within the nominal error of the discrete Fourier transform, with the one expected from linear
perturbation theory in the Cowling approximation. The power-spectrum also shows small
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Figure 2.
Normalized total rest-mass variations for the perturbed TOV in the Cowling
approximation and for different atmosphere prescriptions.

contributions from higher-order overtones (i.e. more than a factor ten smaller than the F mode) as well as an even smaller nonlinear component at integer multiples of the F -mode
frequency. In the case of the MP5+LF prescription, we verified that the nonlinear component
decreases with decreasing perturbation amplitudes and that it is not distinguishable from the
background noise for perturbation amplitudes ' 2 × 10−3 . The ordinary MP5 prescription
also shows a small secular increase in the central rest-mass density. Apart from this, all the
schemes appear to be able to yield very clean oscillations.
The difference between the different schemes can be better appreciated by looking at
Figure 2 where we show the evolution of the total rest mass
Z
√
Mb (t) =
ρ γ d3 x ,
(56)
Σt

for the different models. Overall, the rest-mass conservation is at acceptable levels for all the
methods, i.e. ∆Mb /Mb . 10−3 , but the ordinary MP5 prescription is clearly the one with the
largest error, as it shows larger variations with respect to the other schemes. This, in turn, is
responsible for the secular drift mentioned earlier (an increase in the total rest mass leads to
an increase in the central rest-mass density). The Lax-Friedrichs flux-switch at the surface,
instead, results in a steady loss of matter which is slowly diffused into the atmosphere, while
the MP5+PP approach yields a steady increase in the rest mass because of the accretion of
the low-density floor which is continuously “injected” from the outer boundary (we simply
fix the rest-mass density in the ghost regions at the outer boundary to its initial value).
The reason for the bad behaviour of the standard MP5 prescription is that, as anticipated
in the previous Section, it lacks a sufficient amount of numerical dissipation in the case of
surfaces aligned with the grid and especially for polytropic evolutions, such as the ones we
show here. This is clearly seen in Figure 3 where we show a two-dimensional cut of the restmass density, in log10 scale, at a representative time during the evolution. One can clearly see
the appearance of “jets” of low-density matter (ρ ∼ 10−5 M −2 ) aligned with the coordinate
directions (see bottom part of each panel for a one-dimensional cut along the x-direction).
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Figure 3. Two-dimensional cut of the log10 of the rest-mass density at time t = 800 M for
the perturbed TOV in the Cowling approximation and for different atmosphere prescriptions.
The insets at the bottom of the plots show the one dimensional cuts along the x axis.

These “jets” are launched at seemingly random times from the surface of the star, when the
numerical errors “extract” from the atmosphere a large enough amount of rest mass. What
happens is that the numerical oscillations create an imbalance at the surface of the star: the
excess density coming from the atmosphere generates a pressure which is only balanced by
the “potential barrier” at the surface of the star given by the double threshold on the restmass density floor. As soon as the pressure is large enough, part of the matter is ejected in
one of these streams. This process effectively results in the increase of the total rest mass
of the star because only part of this extra matter is actually lost from the outer boundary. In
contrast, we can see that, with the addition of extra numerical dissipation at the surface of the
star, these artefacts are completely suppressed, as shown for the MP5+LF case. This happens

Sx (t = 4996, x)/ max |Sx (t = 0, ·)|
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Figure 4. One dimensional cut along the x axis showing the x component of the conserved
linear momentum, Sx , at the time t = 4996 M , for the perturbed TOV in the Cowling
approximation and for different atmosphere prescriptions. The different symbols show the
numerical solution as obtained with our code and with the different vacuum treatments, while
the thick black line shows the exact eigenfunction from linear perturbation theory.

partly because dissipation prevents the scheme from extracting too much matter out of the
atmosphere and partly because it diffuses the numerical errors back into the floor. Finally, the
positivity-preserving evolution does not show any kind of numerical ejecta out of the star’s
surface because of its conservative nature. On the other hand it is affected by the accumulation
of matter at the fluid-vacuum interface. As commented before, this accumulation can be
greatly reduced by lowering the floor rest-mass density and it is also somewhat less severe for
the Gamma-law EOS case, where the floor accretion is regulated by the thermal pressure.
The differences between the various methods are even more evident if we look at
sensitive quantities such as the linear momentum in the radial direction. At the initial time
it has a profile given by the eigenfunction of the F -mode in the Cowling approximation. In
the linear regime one would expect the linear momentum to simply oscillate with the F -mode
frequency. On the other hand, in a simulation, because of numerical errors, the profile of the
eigenfunction is gradually lost. This is shown in Figure 4 where we plot the x-component
of the linear momentum, Sx , along the x axis at a representative time, t = 4996 M . At
this particular time both the MP5 and the MP5+LF schemes have accumulated so much error
that the profile of the eigenfunction is completely distorted. On the other hand the evolution
using the positivity-preserving limiter still shows a good agreement with the exact solution.
Clearly the precision with which we recover the eigenfunction is resolution dependent and
degrades over time also for the MP5+PP scheme. Nevertheless, this figure clearly illustrates:
1) how large the influence of the atmosphere is in this kind of simulation where nearly
equilibrium configurations are evolved for a long time; 2) how small is the perturbation due
to the continuous, artificial accretion when we use our positivity preserving prescription, even
when the floor rest-mass density is rather high.
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4.2. Linear Oscillations: Full-GR
The second test we present is the evolution of a stable, nonrotating, star in full-GR. The
goal of this test is to check the stability of the three different floor prescriptions in a fully
general-relativistic setting. The model that we consider here is the same as the one described
in Section 4.1, with the difference that we do not apply any perturbation to the initial data and
we let it evolve under the sole effects of the numerical truncation error.
This test is performed using a grid covering 0 ≤ x, y, z ≤ 80 M and employing three
refinement levels with diameters, 20 M , 40 M and 80 M , with the finest one covering
the star entirely and having a resolution h = 0.2 M . The spacetime is evolved using fourthorder finite differencing and the CCZ4 formulation of the Einstein equations. Finally, we
assume reflection symmetry across the (x, y), (x, z) and (y, z) planes. We evolve the model
with different atmosphere prescriptions and time integrators and we choose, for each of them,
the values of ρatmo and ε giving the best results in order to showcase the capabilities of each
method. We note, however, that, due to the high computational costs, we did not perform
an extensive tuning of these parameters and we cannot exclude that other combinations of
parameters would give better results. The parameters that we use are summarized in Table 1.
The evolution of the central rest-mass density for the different methods is shown in the
top panel of Figure 5. Clearly, the ordinary MP5 prescription shows violent oscillations and a
large secular growth. We evolve this model up to time t ' 1100 M where it has deviations
from the initial rest-mass density of the order of 1.5 %. We note that when we have evolved
this model using the same prescription as for the test in the Cowling approximation, we have
actually obtained even larger oscillations and a more pronounced secular growth leading to an
increase of about 4 % in the central rest-mass density at time t = 1000 M .
As with the previous test, the simple addition of extra numerical dissipation at the star’s
surface seems to cure the most severe problems with the MP5 evolution. Indeed the MP5+LF
scheme shows much smaller oscillations and only a weak secular trend (see also Figure 1).
The MP5+PP scheme yields very small oscillations and an almost zero trend in the
central rest-mass density. However, in preliminary tests the MP5+PP scheme showed a sudden
increase in the oscillation amplitude and in the secular drift after time t & 3000 M , which
were at levels comparable to the MP5+LF ones. The reason for this behaviour is to be found
in the prolongation operators used in our AMR setup as well as in the lack of refluxing in
our code, which were resulting in spurious violations in the mass conservation at the meshrefinement boundaries in the low density regions outside of the star. In order to avoid this
problem we have disabled the prolongation of the hydrodynamic variables, thus partially
“decoupling” the various refinement levels. In the long term we plan to improve the AMR
capabilities of our code to avoid these pathologies, but these are not of primary concern for
the main purpose of our code, which is to compute gravitational waveforms from compact
binaries.
The PSD of the central rest-mass density is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 5. There,

Table 1. Numerical parameters used for the oscillating TOV test in full-GR.

Model

Time integrator

CFL

ρatmo [M −2 ]

ε

MP5
MP5+LF
MP5+PP

RK4
RK4
RK3

0.2
0.2
0.2

10−10
10−10
10−19

1
0.01
−
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Figure 5. Top panel: evolution of the normalized central rest-mass density for the oscillating
TOV in full-GR and for different atmosphere prescriptions. Bottom panel: power spectral
density of the central rest-mass density, normalized to have maximum value 1. In the
calculation of the PSD we exclude the first 300 M of the evolution, to avoid contamination
from the initial spike.

we show the PSD normalized to have maximum amplitude of 1 for the different numerical
schemes. The spectra are computed using the central rest-mass density from the time t ≥ 300,
to remove the dependence from the relaxation of the initial data. In order to remove the lowfrequency contribution from the secular growth we compute the spectra after removing the
secular terms via a linear fit. Clearly, the ordinary MP5 scheme has a more noisy spectrum,
partly because of the shorter integration time. Apart from that, all the three methods show
spectra which are peaked at the frequencies corresponding to the F -mode and to the first
overtone, H1, as computed from linear perturbation theory.
4.3. Nonlinear Oscillations: the Migration Test
The third test that we discuss is the study of the large, nonlinear, oscillations of a TOV
migrating from the unstable branch of equilibrium solutions to the stable one. This is a
commonly adopted test for numerical-relativity codes, e.g. [24, 41, 50–52], and has been
studied in detail by [53, 54]. Here we consider a model initially described by a polytropic
EOS with Γ = 2 and K = 100 and with central rest-mass density ρc = 0.007 M −1 , yielding
an ADM mass of ' 1.49 M . The migration is triggered by the use of an outgoing velocity
perturbation of the form v r = A r, where r is the areal radius and A is chosen so that
the maximum perturbation velocity is 0.01. The evolution is performed with a Gamma-law
equation of state to allow for shock heating. We do not solve the constraints equations after
the application of the initial perturbation, but we rely on the constraint-damping nature of
CCZ4 to bring the evolution back to the constraint “hypersurface” as done in [55].
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Figure 6. Evolution of the central rest-mass density, normalized to its initial value, for the
TOV migration test and for different numerical schemes. The vertical dashed line marks the
point in time shown in Figure 7. The horizontal dotted line marks the value of the central
rest-mass density for the equilibrium model on the stable branch corresponding to the unstable
model evolved in this test and to which the solution is expected to relax.

The grid setup is identical to the one described in Section 4.2. Here, again, we use
the same atmosphere prescription for all the schemes with ρatmo = 10−12 M −2 and we
evolve all the models using the SSP RK3 scheme with a CFL of 0.1. Finally, the spacetime
is evolved using sixth-order finite differencing and with the addition of a fifth-order KreissOliger dissipation.
The evolution of the system is summarized by Figure 6, where we show the evolution of
the central rest-mass density, normalized to its initial value, for our three different schemes.
As can be seen from the figure, the star undergoes a sequence of violent expansion, contraction
cycles after it has migrated on the stable branch of equilibria, while conserving the baryonic
mass. During the contraction phase, shocks are formed and part of the shock-heated matter is
ejected with large velocities from the central object. All of the methods are perfectly adequate
for this test and only minimal differences appear between the MP5+LF scheme and the other
two in the amplitude of the first peak.
The difference between the various atmosphere prescriptions is better appreciated by
looking at Figure 7, where we show a two-dimensional cut of the log10 of the rest-mass
density at the time when the matter ejected at the first bounce reaches the grid boundaries
(this is indicated with a vertical line in Figure 6). As can be seen from the figure, both MP5
and MP5+PP are able to capture the dynamics of the low-density ejecta without introducing
large numerical oscillations or excessive deviations from spherical symmetry. The front of
the ejecta is reasonably well captured even if it has crossed two mesh-refinement boundaries,
where our code cannot currently ensure mass-conservation and hence the right propagation
speed for shocks. On the other hand, the MP5+LF method exhibits large numerical
oscillations, which lead to small islands of larger rest-mass density. This is probably due
to our choice of avoiding the reconstruction in characteristic variables at low densities, since
it is well known that component-by-component reconstruction typically results in oscillatory
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MP5+PP
Figure 7. Two-dimensional cuts of the log10 of the rest-mass density for the TOV migration
test and for different numerical schemes at time t = 268.8 M . The insets show the onedimensional cuts along the x axis.

solutions when used in conjunction with high-order schemes. Of course, given the smallness
of the rest mass which is concentrated in these fragments, the bulk dynamics of the matter
is essentially unaltered and the spectral properties of the oscillating star are as in the other
methods.
4.4. Gravitational Collapse to Black-Hole
The final test involving isolated neutron stars that we describe is the gravitational collapse of
a TOV to a black hole. This is another commonly adopted benchmark for general-relativistic
hydrodynamics codes and has been studied in great detail in [56–58]. The model that we
consider here is initially described by a polytropic EOS with Γ = 2 and K = 100 and has an

αc (t)
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Figure 8. Top panel: evolution of the normalized central lapse for the TOV collapse test and
for different resolutions. Bottom panel: evolution of the normalized central rest-mass density
for the TOV collapse test and for different resolutions.

initial central rest-mass density of 0.008 M −2 , yielding an ADM mass of ' 1.43 M . The
collapse is triggered with the addition of a velocity perturbation with the same properties of
the one employed in the migration test, but with opposite sign, i.e. an ingoing perturbation.
The model is evolved using an Gamma-law EOS to allow for thermal effects.
In the case of the collapse the influence of the atmosphere is negligible, so we consider
only evolutions performed with the MP5+LF prescription. As in the migration test, our
computational domain covers 0 ≤ x, y, z ≤ 80 M and we assume reflection symmetry
across the (x, y), (x, z) and (y, z) planes. We employ four different refinement levels
with the finest one covering the star entirely with diameters 10 M , 20 M , 40 M and
80 M we study the convergence of the code as we vary the resolution. In particular we
considered six different resolutions having grid spacing (in the finest refinement level) of
h = 0.2, 0.16, 0.13333, 0.11429, 0.1 respectively. We also perform a higher-resolution run,
with h = 0.08, which we evolve only up to time ' 45 M and that we use as a reference
solution to measure the self-convergence of the code. We adopt sixth-order finite differencing
for the spacetime, which is evolved using the CCZ4 formulation, with fifth-order KreissOliger artificial dissipation on the metric variables. We use the fourth-order Runge-Kutta
scheme as time integrator, so that our scheme is formally fourth-order (fifth-order in space
and fourth in time). Finally, in order to avoid excessive oscillations in the matter fields inside
the forming black hole, we artificially evacuate the regions where α < 0.1 by adding an
artificial damping term in the sources of the hydrodynamic variables as done in [59]. We
also switch to the component-wise reconstruction with Lax-Friedrichs split in regions where
α < 0.2.
The evolution of the lapse and the rest-mass density at the coordinate origin and for the
different resolutions are shown in Figure 8. As the star collapses the central rest-mass density
rapidly increases and the lapse function approaches zero. At time t ' 40 M the lapse at
the center becomes smaller than 0.1 and the rest-mass density starts to be dissipated. Finally,
after a small re-bounce, the lapse settles and the evolution reaches quasi-stationarity. The
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Figure 9. Estimated L1 −norm of the error of the lapse function on the (x, y) plane on the
finest refinement level for the TOV collapse test and for different resolutions. The errorbars
show the excursion between the maximum and minimum normalized error in the time interval.
The solid black line shows the curve for third-order of convergence.

exact behaviour of the lapse is determined by the way in which we evacuate the fluid, since
we found that in simulations without matter damping, the lapse showed a smaller bounce at
the moment of the collapse, but a more irregular evolution at intermediate times.
In order to estimate the convergence rate of our code we use the highest resolution
simulation, h = 0.08, as a reference solution and we compute the error of a given physical
quantity, φ, at the time tn as
1 X
Ehn =
|φh (x, tn ) − φh=0.08 (x, tn )| ,
(57)
N x
where the sum is taken over the common grid points between the resolution h and the highest
resolution run on the (x, y) plane. Ehn is then computed using 14 data-sets equally spaced in
time the interval t/M [3.2, 44.8] (including the first and the last time). In order to have an
absolute measure of the relative errors between the different resolutions over the whole timeinterval, we normalize the error estimates with respect to the deviations as measured between
n
the lowest resolution simulation and the reference one, i.e. Ehn /E0.2
. Finally, we take as
relative error the average in time of the normalized error estimates and we use the maximum
and minimum relative errors (between the different times) as a measure of the uncertainty of
this procedure.
The results obtained for the lapse function are shown in Figure 9. Also shown, as a solid
black line, is the curve for third-order convergence. As can be seen from the figure, our data
is consistent with third-order convergence for h & 0.16. As commented before, our code is
formally fourth-order convergent in time and fifth-order in space, on the other hand, based on
our previous experience with MP5 in [8], we argue that the observed third-order convergence
is most probably related to the fact that high-order shock-capturing codes are able to converge
at their nominal order only at extremely high resolutions. This is due to the fact that their
nominal accuracy is typically spoiled by the activation of the flattening procedure close to
under resolved features of the solution (see discussion in [8]).
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Table 2. Summary of the neutron-stars binaries considered. For each binary, we report the
total baryonic mass, Mb , the ADM mass, MADM , the initial separation, r and the initial orbital
frequency forbit , the gravitational mass of each of the two stars when at infinite separation,
M∞ , as well as the compactness, C = M∞ /R∞ , where R∞ is the areal radius of the two
stars when at infinite separation.
Binary

Mb [M ]

MADM [M ]

r [km]

forb [Hz]

M∞ [M ]

C

A
B

3.8017
3.8017

3.44537
3.45366

45
60

309.702
208.431

1.7428
1.7428

0.18002
0.18002

5. Binary Neutron Stars
In this Section we present results obtained for the inspiral and merger of binary neutron stars
in quasi-circular orbit. We consider a binary having an initial small separation of 45 km, as
this binary can be simulated with relatively small computational costs, allowing us to explore
the different atmosphere prescriptions and make a detailed comparison between the results
obtained with our code and the ones obtained with the original Whisky code. The same
binary, but at the larger separation of 60 km, has been considered in [1].
We recall here that the Whisky code is a second-order finite-volume code with highorder primitive reconstruction and implements several different approximate Riemann solvers.
For the runs presented here we make use of the PPM reconstruction [60] and of the HLLE
Riemann solver [61, 62]. We remark that Whisky is a good representative of the current
state-of-the-art for numerical general-relativistic hydrodynamics [63].
The initial data is computed in the conformally-flat approximation using the LORENE
pseudo-spectral code [64] and is publicly available [65]. The EOS assumed for the initial
data is polytropic with K = 123.56 and Γ = 2, while the evolution is performed using
the Gamma-law EOS to allow for thermal effects in the merger phase. The details of the
binaries we consider are listed in Table 2, but it is important to point out that the neutron
stars composing these binaries have a rather high baryonic mass, Mb ' 1.9 M , close to the
maximum mass allowed by the EOS for nonrotating models, Mb,max = 2 M , and having
high compactness, C = M∞ /R∞ = 0.18002, M∞ being the gravitational mass of each of
the two stars when at infinite separation and R∞ the corresponding areal radius. Binaries
with a similar compactness have been already considered in [5], where it was found that
high-compactness binaries are much more challenging to evolve accurately with respect to
low-compactness ones.
In what follows we discuss the results obtained from eight different evolutions of the
binary A described in Table 2. As a comparison, in the table we also present the properties
of the binary we have considered in [1], i.e. binary B. All of these runs are performed on a
grid covering 0 < x, z ≤ 512 M , −512 M ≤ y ≤ 512 M , where we assume reflection
symmetry across the (x, y) plane and π symmetry across the (y, z) plane. The grid employs
several fixed refinement levels, 5 or 6 depending on the run, with the finest refinement levels
covering both stars, i.e. we have no moving boxes. The refinement levels have diameters on
the equatorial plane of 30, 40, 64, 120, 240 and 512 M (the finest one is removed for run
A.MP5.H1). A summary of the main numerical parameters can be found in Table 3.
Finally, we evolve this model using the CCZ4 formulation with damping constant
κ1 = 0.036 and with beta-driver η = 0.71. The spacetime is evolved using fourth-order
finite differencing and with fifth-order Kreiss-Oliger artificial dissipation. The evolutions are
performed without resetting the shift to zero at the beginning of the simulation, which is
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Table 3. Summary of the main numerical parameters used in the numerical simulations
presented here. For each run we give the name of the code used to perform it, WhiskyTHC
or Whisky, the numerical method employed, the time integrator used for the method of lines,
MOL, the CFL, the number of refinement levels of the grid, Nrefl , and the grid spacing in the
finest refinement level, h.
Run

Code

Method

MOL

CFL

Nrefl

h [M ]

A.MP5.H1
A.MP5.H2
A.MP5.H4
A.MP5+LF.H2
A.MP5+PP.H2
A.PPM.H2
A.PPM.H3
A.PPM.H5

WhiskyTHC
WhiskyTHC
WhiskyTHC
WhiskyTHC
WhiskyTHC
Whisky
Whisky
Whisky

MP5
MP5
MP5
MP5+LF
MP5+PP
PPM
PPM
PPM

RK4
RK4
RK4
RK4
RK3
RK4
RK4
RK4

0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.15
0.30
0.30
0.30

5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

0.40000
0.20000
0.12800
0.20000
0.20000
0.20000
0.13333
0.10000

known to yield a more oscillatory behaviour in the coordinates [66]. There is no particular
reason for this choice: the gauges are only chosen so as to be able to leverage, in the debugging
stage, on the comparison with previously existing Whisky simulations that were performed,
with a different grid setup, by [59].
Since our focus here is mostly on the accuracy of the calculation of the gravitational
radiation from compact neutron-star binaries, we consider the accuracy of the code by mainly
looking at the ` = 2, m = 2 mode of the Weyl scalar Ψ4 extracted at the fixed coordinate
radius of r = 450 M (' 130 MADM ). We do not attempt to extrapolate Ψ4 in radius or
compute the strain as this involves other uncertainties [67–70].
The dynamics of the inspiral and merger of binary neutron stars has been described many
times and in great detail in the literature, e.g. [66]; for this reason we do not give a very indepth discussion of it here. The two neutron stars inspiral for about 2.5 orbits, touch and
quickly merge into a black-hole. For this particular model no significant disk is left behind.
The gravitational-wave signal consists of about seven cycles up to merger, followed by the
black-hole ringdown.
An overview of the inspiral and merger dynamics is shown in Figures 10 and 11 for the
WhiskyTHC and Whisky codes, respectively, at the common resolution of h = 0.2 M .
There we plot the log10 of the rest-mass density ρ on the (x, y) plane at six representative
times. As remarked in [66], the large deformations of the stars is only an apparent one and
is due mostly to the large deformation of the coordinates arising from the use of an initially
non-zero shift as specified by the LORENE initial data.
From a simple comparison of Figures 10 and 11, it is possible to appreciate that
WhiskyTHC is able to preserve the initial sharp profile of the two neutron stars for the whole
duration of the inspiral and up to the merger. In comparison, the second-order methods of
the original Whisky code result in a significant smearing of the rest-mass density profile.
As a consequence, the contact appears to be more smooth in the simulations made with
Whisky than with WhiskyTHC and, in particular, with the latter one it is possible to notice
the formation of strong shock waves at the moment of the contact that eject, but do not unbind,
part of the neutron-star matter in the direction of the separatrix between the two stars (cf. last
panel of Figure 10). This is consistent with what described by the toy model proposed in [71]
in the case of equal-mass binaries.
The gravitational-wave signal is shown in Figure 12, where we plot the ` = 2, m = 2
mode of Ψ4 , as extracted at r = 450 M , and as a function of the retarded time t − r∗ , where
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Figure 10. Two-dimensional visualization of the log10 of the rest-mass density for the run
A.MP5.H2. The results have been obtained with the WhiskyTHC code; see main text for
details.
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Figure 11. Two-dimensional visualization of the log10 of the rest-mass density for the run
A.PPM.H2. The results have been obtained with the Whisky code; see main text for details.
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Figure 12. Real part of the ` = 2, m = 2 mode of Ψ4 extracted at r = 450 M
A and for different atmosphere prescriptions using WhiskyTHC.

for model

r∗ ≡ r + 2MADM log[r/(2MADM ) − 1]. In particular, we show the results obtained for runs
A.MP5.H2, A.MP5+LF.H2 and A.MP5+PP.H2, where obviously the three names refer to
simulations performed with the MP5, the MP5+LF, and MP5+PP methods, respectively.
As can be seen from the plot, all our three different atmosphere prescriptions give
identical results during the inspiral and yield very marginal differences in the merger phase.
This provides an important result and suggests that the treatment of the neutron star surface
is not a leading source of error in binary-neutron-star simulations, as far as the inspiral
gravitational-wave signal is concerned. The particular choice of time-integrator, between
SSP-RK3 and the standard RK4, also seems not to be of fundamental importance here, with
the error being most likely dominated by the spatial discretization. On the other hand, in order
to use the proper positivity-preserving limiter, the timestep used for the A.MP5+PP.H2 run
is only half of the one used in the other runs thus possibly introducing a systematic difference.
The gravitational-wave signal for the other runs of binary A are shown in Figure 13,
where in the left panel we show the results obtained with the standard Whisky code and in the
right one those obtained with WhiskyTHC. The first aspect to notice when comparing the two
panels is that, when using a second-order code, the phase difference between the gravitationalwaves at different resolutions is significant. We can observe a difference between the low and
the high resolution of about ' 2 radians at t − r∗ = 1350 M , with r = 450 M being the
extraction radius. In contrast, the waveforms obtained with WhiskyTHC show a significantly
smaller de-phasing: the difference between the low and the high resolution is about ' 0.6
radians at t − r∗ = 1350 M , which is a factor four smaller than the one shown by Whisky,
even though the WhiskyTHC runs span a wider range of resolutions. The difference in phase
between the high and the medium-resolution simulation of WhiskyTHC at t−r∗ = 1350 M
is as small as ' 0.06 radians. The second interesting aspect is that, for this particular binary
and with the Whisky code, the merger takes place earlier as we increase the resolution. This
is the opposite of what it is observed in other, less compact binaries, e.g. [4], where tidal
effects have been found to be amplified at lower resolution, or is shown by the WhiskyTHC
code.
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Figure 13. Real part of the ` = 2, m = 2 mode of Ψ4 extracted at r = 450 M for binary
A at different resolutions and using two different codes: the original Whisky code and the
new WhiskyTHC code.
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Figure 14. Accumulated de-phasing between different resolutions for binary A as evolved
with Whisky and WhiskyTHC. In both plots we show the de-phasing between the medium
and low resolution (blue lines), between the high and medium resolution (green lines) as well
as the rescaled de-phasing between high and medium resolution (red lines) computed assuming
convergence order of 1.7 and 2.8 for Whisky and WhiskyTHC respectively.

We study the convergence of the waveforms by looking at the de-phasing between
different resolutions. For each run we compute the phase, φ, of the ` = 2, m = 2 mode
of Ψ4 from its definition,
(Ψ4 )22 = A eiφ ,

(58)

over the time interval t − r∗ ∈ [200, 1400] M . Note that we do not align the waveforms at
a given time, as done instead in alignment of the waves from different resolutions [3, 5], and
which is hard to justify from a mathematical point of view. On the other hand, we exclude
from the calculation the first burst of gravitational radiation, due to the initial “junk” radiation
present in the initial data. We also exclude the last part of the merger phase (where we expect
large errors due to the presence of shock waves) and ringdown, since we are only concerned
with the inspiral phase here.
The results are shown in Figure 14, where we measure the convergence rate for both the

1400
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Figure 15. Estimated phase uncertainty due to finite resolution for Whisky and WhiskyTHC
in the case of binary A at the common resolution of h = 0.2 M . The blue line shows
the phase differences between Whisky and its Richardson extrapolated waveforms computed
assuming convergence order between 1.7. The red line shows the phase differences between
WhiskyTHC and its Richardson extrapolated waveforms computed assuming convergence
order between 2.8. The dashed red line shows the same data as the red one, but rescaled by
a factor 50. Finally, the grey-shaded regions show the estimated uncertainty, computed by
varying the order used for the Richardson extrapolation by ±0.2.

Whisky and the WhiskyTHC codes. In particular, for Whisky (cf. left panel of Figure 14)
we find a convergence order of ' 1.7 essentially up to time t − r∗ ' 1200 M , i.e. essentially
up to the contact time t ' 1200 M ; this convergence order is comparable with the one
reported in [72] and which was ' 1.8. For WhiskyTHC, instead (cf. right panel of Figure
14), we find a convergence order of ' 2.8 up to time t − r∗ ' 1300 M . It is useful to remark
that together with the results reported in [1], where a similar convergence order of ' 3.2 was
found, this is the first time that higher-than-second-order of convergence has been shown for
binary-neutron-star mergersk.
As a consequence of having a higher convergence order, WhiskyTHC is also
significantly more accurate. This is shown in Figure 15, where we compare the estimated
phase error between the runs A.MP5.H2, A.PPM.H2, and the Richardson extrapolated phase
from WhiskyTHC and Whisky, respectively. We roughly estimate the uncertainty in this
procedure by performing two different extrapolations for each code, varying the convergence
order by ±0.2 with respect to the estimated one. The resulting range of phase errors are
shown as shaded regions in the figure. Clearly, the simulation carried out with Whisky has
an uncertainty in phase which is almost equivalent to one gravitational-wave cycle, i.e. of the
order of ∼ 7 % of the entire accumulated phase (cf. line A.PPM.H2). At the same time,
WhiskyTHC has an error which, at the same resolution and for comparable computational
costs, is ∼ 50 times smaller than Whisky (cf. A.MP5.H2). We should note that we have
also tried to estimate the phase error for WhiskyTHC using the Richardson-extrapolated data
k We note that there are several reasons that could explain why the convergence order found here is slightly smaller
than the one found in [1]. The most important among these are that we are considering shorter inspirals here and the
CCZ4 formulation that normally requires larger resolutions to enter the convergence regime [17, 59].
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Figure 16.
One-dimensional cuts along the x axis of rest-mass density (dashed) and y
component of the velocity, v y , (solid) lines for Whisky (blue) and WhiskyTHC (red) for
the binary A. The velocity scale is shown on the left, while the rest-mass density scale is
shown on the right. The data is taken after ' 1 orbit, at the approximate moment when the
center of one of the two stars crosses the x axis. Notice that we correct for the de-phasing
accumulated between Whisky and WhiskyTHC by taking the data at slightly different times:
t = 625.92 M and t = 622.08 M respectively.

obtained with the Whisky code and assuming convergence order of 1.7. In this case, we
found an even smaller estimated phase error, but with an uncertainty, measured by varying
the order in the extrapolation by ±0.1, of more than 100 %. As a final remark, we note that
our error estimates only reflect the numerical truncation error. Other systematic errors and, in
particular, finite extraction radius effects, inaccuracies in the initial data (e.g. eccentricity) are
also present and might be relevant, especially for WhiskyTHC. On the other hand, because
we are here interested only in evaluating and comparing the accuracy of the two numerical
methods, we can ignore these systematic contributions.
A physical insight on why the Whisky code has a considerably lower accuracy than the
WhiskyTHC code can be gained by looking at Figure 16. There, we show one-dimensional
cuts of the rest-mass density (solid lines) and of the y component of the velocity, v y , (dashed
lines) for runs A.MP5.H2 and A.PPM.H2 along the x axis. The data is taken at the
approximate time when the first orbit is completed and the centers of the two stars are aligned
along the axis. Since this happens at two different times for A.MP5.H2 (blue lines) and
A.PPM.H2 (red lines) , the lines in the figure show data taken at two slightly different
coordinate times. Particularly important in this comparison is the velocity profile inside the
stars, as the velocity in the low-density atmosphere around the stars is in any case dominated
by unphysical numerical effects as neither of the two codes is able to provide a reasonable
description of the stellar surface. The velocity in the interior, on the other hand, is directly
related to the orbital motion of the two stars and hence to the gravitational-wave phase.
As can be seen from the figure, the Whisky code is not able to transport the velocity
profile of the star correctly; rather, the higher numerical dissipation has the effect of slowly
“flattening” both the rest-mass density and the linear-momentum profiles in the stellar cores.
Since this flattening proceeds at different rates for the two different fields, it results in a
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distortion of the linear velocity profile (and of other related physical quantities), which, in
turn, results in a small deformation of the stars. In this case, the artificial deformation is
such that the stars become less compact, thus less efficient in losing angular momentum via
gravitational waves and hence delaying the time of merger. We expect this deformation to
be the leading source of error in the phase evolution for the Whisky code, at least for the
high-compactness stars considered here.
6. Conclusions
We have presented a new multi-dimensional, general-relativistic hydrodynamic code,
WhiskyTHC, born from the merger of the Whisky and the THC codes. This code inherited
from Whisky the primitive recovery routine as well as a new EOS framework with support
for composition and energy dependent realistic equation of state [22], and from THC the use
of high-order flux-vector splitting finite-differencing schemes [8]. This is the first genuinely
higher-than-second-order fully general-relativistic code.
Amongst the new techniques introduced with WhiskyTHC is the use of positivitypreserving limiters [43] as a way to treat low-density regions alternative to the traditional
“atmosphere” prescriptions. We have shown that this treatment is able to significantly improve
the quality of simulations involving isolated neutron stars and to effectively remove the loss
of the conservative properties of the equations in the boundary between the stellar surface
and the ambient atmosphere. Because the introduction of positivity preserving limiters in any
hydrodynamics code is rather straightforward and allows one to use arbitrarily small values of
the atmosphere, we recommend its use as the method of choice for the evolution of compact
stars.
We have also demonstrated the accuracy of our code in a series of classical tests involving
the linear and nonlinear evolution of isolated neutron stars. In particular, we have shown
that our code is able to stably evolve isolated stars for a long time and can attain high order
(i.e. third) of convergence in the simulation of the gravitational collapse of nonrotating stars
to black holes.
Finally, we have applied our code to the simulation of the late-inspiral and merger
of two neutron stars in quasi-circular orbits. Using rather small-separation binaries to test
the dependence of the results on the atmosphere treatment, we have shown that our results
are completely independent of it. Furthermore, we have demonstrated the higher order of
convergence and accuracy of our new code when compared with our old Whisky code,
which implements the standard second-order schemes that are commonly employed for matter
simulations in numerical relativity. In particular, we have found higher than second-order
convergence in the phase and an overall phase error which, at the same resolution and with
similar computational costs, is estimated to be ' 50 times smaller than the one for Whisky
for the binaries we considered and at moderate resolution.
Our future plans include the exploitation of the efficiency of the high-order methods
in WhiskyTHC to pursue a systematic investigation of tidal effects in binary-neutron-stars
mergers, as well as in black-hole neutron star binaries, using realistic equation of states and
compactness parameters. We also plan to carefully assess the detectability of such effects by
advanced gravitational-wave detectors.
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